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Abstract: 

In this paper, an approach to reduce manufacturing lead time is presented 

by using Period batch control system under cellular manufacturing and group 

technology philosophy (GT). GT consists in finding families of parts with 

similar characteristics and groups of machines processing the parts in each 

family. It is a part classification technique which classifying component part 

families on the basis of either part geometry or processing similarities. 

Period batch control system is a production planning system that has 

strongly been advocated for application with cellular manufacturing. It is                 

a simple and an effective instrument in obtaining the benefits of group 

technology. Large reduction in lead times can be gained from GT philosophy 

implementation. This reduction provides greater flexibility to respond to 

variation in customer demand. 

 
 مستخلص:ال

اسرددخل عذىلدد ذظردديهذبيرددت  اهذذسلتصددظخ ذوقدداذاتظترددي اجمدديس ذتقدد هذهددلدذاس  ارددةذل خقددةذست  ددخ ذ
اسدد ذذيمخ اس لددو تذترددت ذتوظوسوجخدديذاسمجددذاستصددظخ ذوذاسمجدديمخ الردد ةذتوظوسوجخدديذادد ذردد ذاسدد اتياذاس و خددةذ

ظتدديتذتلددمذاسمظتجددياذ ددم ذاخجددي ذىوا دد ذسلمظتجددياذلااذاسصدد ياذاسمتودديبعةذلذوتجمخدد ذاسموددي  ذاس  مددةذت
وه ذتتد ذتقظخدةذتصدظخالذس جد ا ذالذتتمد ذىلد ذتصدظخالذىوا د ذمووظدياذاتجد ا ذهلدذاستوا  ذا ذمجيمخ تذ

ذهظ رةذاسج  ذ)استويبهذا ذاستصمخه(ذاوذاستويبهذا ذىملخياذاتظتيتتاميذحربذ
مدد ذبخقددهذبودد عذواسددل ذدخدد ذتلختدد ذظردديهذاسرددخل عذىلدد ذاسدد اتياذاس و خددةذاحدد ذاظرمددةذت لددخلذاتظتدديتذ

تذاحدد هذهددلدذاسمجدديمخ ا اعذبرددخلةذوايىلددةذسلحصددو ذىلدد ذمظدديا ذتلبخدد ذتوظوسوجخدديذذوهددواستصددظخ ذاس لددو تذ
م وظدةذوبخد عذاد ذاتردتجيبةذسلتتخد ااذاد ذىظدهذخظدت ذذاسدل ذاست  خ ذاسوبخد ذاد ذا مظدةذاتظتردي ذاسمظيا ذه 

ذللبياذاس بي  ت
 Keywords: Group Technology, Cellular Manufacturing, Period Batch Control System, Lead 

Time. 

 

1- Introduction: 

 Petrov (1966) was one of the firsts who contributed to the thinking on 

redesign of the planning system when group production was applied. He 
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suggests several principles that should be followed when designing an 

appropriate planning system for group production [7]. Group technology (GT) is 

a manufacturing philosophy which defined by Burbidge (1971) as "the total of 

measures to be considered in order to make batch production profitable when 

using the particular basic solution of group layout". These measures could either 

try to simplify the material flow system, centralize responsibility for 

components, reduce set-up times, and reduce manufacturing times [1]. 

 Lead time reduction has long been considered as a fundamental objective 

for overall business improvement and a cornerstone for lean thinking. The 

benefits include reduced inventories and costs where we can eliminate work in 

progress and supply components to the assembly area quicker, greater flexibility 

and responsiveness, and better satisfied customers. 

 So, GT is a philosophy seeks for creating families of parts and groups of 

machines, which referred to as cells, processing these parts. It has been treated 

as a manufacturing strategy to improve the performance of the whole 

manufacturing system.   

It is a part classification technique used to categorize parts according to 

one of two possible similarities: part geometry or, processing similarities 

[6].figure (1) represents a GT cell. 

 The organization of part families by part geometry (design similarity) 

requires group parts together such that the common geometrical features will 

allow for common fixturing and common processing sequences. Common 

fixturing will reduce changeover times2, which facilitate lower batch sizes, and 

common sequencing will allow for machine grouping which avoids under-

utilization of equipment.  

 In practice, it is desirable for parts to be processed entirely within a single 

cell, so that no material flow between different cells exists. In the cell decision 

phase, the physical placement of the machines on the shop floor would be 

designed in order to reduce the material flow among cells, and to give each cell 

a flow shop layout using a limited number of machines. 

 

                                                 
2  Changeover time is the duration of time from the last good piece produced in the previous lot to the first good 

piece produced in the next lot, after steady state production is achieved 
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Figure 1: A Manufacturing Cell, part 1 which being processed in a cell can skip a machine 

but cannot backtrack. (Kilpatrick, 1997) 

 

   Part 2 
   

When part families based on process routings (manufacturing similarity), 

the impact is upon the production process, these families are created by looking 

at the processing sequence of all parts and grouping those parts together, that 

requires the same machinery and can be processed in the same sequence. The 

advantage to this method over geometrical grouping is that the information 

necessary to create part families is readily available whereas effective geometric 

coding of all parts can be a time consuming process and sometimes fail to 

produce satisfactory results, in term of machine utilization or part processing 

sequences. 

 

2- Scope and Purpose, and Related Works: 

Large lots waiting in queue cause long manufacturing lead times and high 

levels of work-in-progress inventory. One of the manufacturing problems is the 

time taken from when the supplier receives the purchase order from a factory to 

the time when he delivers the goods to the factory, which we named it lead time. 

Some suppliers trying to reduce their lead times but often with no avail. 

Understanding, measuring, and reducing lead times is essential for planning 

businesses, for good customer service and for identifying areas for improving 

the process. On the other hand, cycle time to make a component on a machine is 

the time to load and unload the component and for the machine to carry out its 

cycle. Cycle time for the whole business is measured from the moment of 

receiving an order from a customer, to the day when payment for the goods or 
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services delivered to the customer is received. So the (business) cycle time 

includes all the internal and external lead times and all the individual process 

cycle times. 

Most studies spent a considerable length of time trying to reduce cycle 

times, often, in the past, they have been working on non-constraint or no 

bottleneck processes and much of these efforts have been waste. The concept of 

PBC system has been analyzed by Burbidge (1962, 1971, 1975, 1988, and 1996) 

he describes a number of cases where PBC systems have been implemented, 

Riezebos (2001, 2009) and Hyer & Wemmerlov (1982). Several heuristic 

methods for reducing manufacturing lead time have been proposed in the 

literature, by Kilpatrick (1997), Treville et. al. (2004), and Elfving et. al. (2002). 

Further researches deal with reducing lead times by collaborative relationship 

with trading partner through the supply chain Parkash (2009). In addition, a 

large number of research reports deals with GT concept are available.  

 

3- Period Batch Control (PBC) system: 

 Period Batch Control system (PBC) is a production planning system that 

has strongly been propagated as a simple and effective instrument in obtaining 

the benefits of Group Technology, such as short throughput times and low work- 

in-progress [8]. It is a cyclical planning system that co-ordinates the various 

stages of transformation that are required in order to fulfill the demand of 

customers. It defers from the other planning systems (such as MRP and JIT3) in 

the way it accomplishes its co–ordination (see figure 2), and more specifically, 

in the three principles it applies in configuration the planning system: PBC 

system is a single – cycle, single – phase, and single - offset time ordering 

approach [7]. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Work Order Definition in PBC and Other Systems. (Riezebos, 2001) 

                                                 
3  The Japanese have used cellular manufacturing successfully for quite some times, they controlled their 

production planning and control procedures, which called Just – in – time production system, by making the 

cycle sufficiently small. So, the PBC system comes close to the Japanese approach. 
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PBC system is a single- cycle in that all parts are ordered with a frequency 

determined by the same time interval, the cycle; it uses the same planning cycle 

for all products that are controlled with this system and each period it releases 

the work orders for all required parts and components for the amount of end 

product required in the next cycle. This periodicity is an essential feature of PBC 

planning system, as it leads to the same frequency of occurrence of products in 

the plan, unless these products have lumpy demand. 

 It is a single- phase in that all parts have the same planned start date and 

the same due date (work orders are released at the same moment). And it is 

single- offset time in that all work orders have identical lead times per stage. 

Production planning and control is simplified because all parts have a common 

lead time and all orders issued during a given cycle will have the same due date. 

 There are some advantages of using single – cycle, single –phase 

production planning system with production cells, the single – cycle ordering 

mechanism is a planned order – release mechanism. That is, orders will be 

placed at regular intervals with timing independent of the rate of demand. 

Further, since in cases of stable and standardized production all parts are 

produced each cycle, planned loading sequences may be developed. These 

planned sequences can be used many times, thus simplifying the sequencing and 

scheduling function.  

 

4- PBC System Problems: 

 Despite the potential attractiveness of using PBC system in connection 

with manufacturing cells, it is not problems free: 

 One of these problems is the design of the system that could be used in 

co–operation with other systems, such as inventory control, MRP, and 

JIT.  

 Another problem area is the determination of the correct cycle length, 

where must be upper and lower limits for it, stating that it may not be 

shorter than the lead time for production of the component parts but must 

be long enough, so that any increasing in setups does not reduce the 

original capacity [2]. One of the problems faced with when designing a 

PBC system is that there is little support from literature in the selection of 

a suitable period length for the stages determined to complete the 

operations [8]. 

  Another problem is the existence of an inherent capacity imbalance since 

the required time to produce component parts for a cycle may be greater 

than the required time to assemble these parts into end products. 

 The selection of parts to be excluded from control with PBC (such as 

those parts with very long lead time, and those require higher turn over 

rate), and processes to be excluded in the ordering schedule is another 

area of problems. 
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 The planned loading sequence is another problem in PBC system, since it 

is difficult to propose a method to generate this sequence. 

 

5- PBC Design: 

 The PBC system model can be described in term of the trilevel 

hierarchical decision process as below: 

 Level 1: There is a need to divide the planning horizon into cycles of 

equal lengths in order to implement PBC system, then a master 

schedule (MPS) is generated to determine which end products will be 

assembled in the cycle and their quantities, this must be done based on 

a sales forecast. 

 Level 2: Exploding the master schedule for a cycle into part 

requirements depending on the bill of materials (BOM). Then 

determining the number of parts required for the cycle by using the 

appropriate lot – sizing technique (lot-for-lot). 

 Level 3: A list of the families of parts in a given cycle is generated to 

be produced in a given cell. Then there is a need to use planned 

loading sequences to sequence jobs into the cells, (as its shown in 

figure 3). 

 

 
 
Figure 3: A General Framework for PBC System. 

 

6- PBC Ordering System: 

 The implementation of GT and the use of production cells have a 

significant impact on the lot – sizing techniques and made it a critical issue 

while GT cells can be used at all stages of the production process, only 
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component parts manufactured is considered here. Thus, only parts and their raw 

materials are affected by any necessary changes in the lot – sizing routines. 

 Single cycle system at ordering level translate the released orders for end 

products to balanced sets of orders for parts and components, by using              

lot - for - lot explosion. 

Burbidge (1962) divides the year into periods, the required production 

quantities in a period are determined for each end product, he used a 

manufacturing cycle time of two times the period length, and he denotes this 

cycle time as the standard ordering schedule (as in figure 4 below).  

The first month of the cycle time is used for producing part requirements. 

These parts are all released at the start of this month and are assumed ready at 

the end of the first month, but their progress is not explicitly monitored through 

PBC. Next month, the end products are assembled. We see that Burbidge 

introduces the single cycle system characteristic at ordering level that is 

essential for PBC. The production quantity for each period is determined in the 

ordering and assembly program and may vary per period. There is no cyclic 

repeating occurrence of requirements for each end product in the program. 

 

Ordering Program 
Months 

 

Products 

 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Product 

A 
40 40 40      30 30 35 30 

Product 

B 
   25 25 30 30 28     

Product 

C 
20 20     30 22     

Product 

D 
  10 15         

Product 

E 
        15 15   

Product 

F 
    25 22     15 15 

Total 60 60 50 40 50 52 60 50 45 45 50 45 

      
Figure 4: Essential Feature of PBC System. (Burbidge, 1962) 

 

 In order to obtain the benefits of PBC system, it decomposes the 

manufacturing system in N stages and gives each stage the same amount of time 

P to complete the required operations. At the end of a period with length P the 

work is transferred to the next stage, and new work arrives from the preceding 

stage [8]. 

In cellular manufacturing, the lead times of parts are predictable because 

there is no queue for parts to wait in, and the cycle times of parts belonging to a 

given cell are known through standard work instructions. Thus, it is easy to 
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calculate the time required for a given lot to be produced in the cell which 

manufactures that part type. Since capacity is calculated for each cell, the 

scheduler is able to release the work order for a part much closer to the due date 

and still confident that it will be completed on time.  

Manufacturing lead time reduction can be gained from producing parts in 

small batches, so this enables the factory to produce a variety of parts in each 

production period. The other source of manufacturing lead time reduction is 

reducing changeover time. All these factors provide greater flexibility to 

respond to variation in customer demand.    

         

7- The Manufacturing Lead Time Reduction Model: 

In manufacturing, order delivery or customer lead time is defined as the 

time between customer order and order fulfillment, whereas cycle time is 

defined as the time for an individual job to traverse a routing. Manufacturing 

lead time is the maximum allowable cycle time for a job. The total 

manufacturing lead time T = N * P, P is the period length and N is the number 

of stages (PBC periods). 

 

According to Karmarkar (1983), long lead times in manufacturing cause: 

 Increase work-in-progress. 

 Schedules in a long planned horizon might be frozen.  

 Increase safety stocks due to the protection against longer lead times and 

the variability in forecasts errors that become greater. In a longer forecast 

horizon, and in order to protect against longer lead times, forecasts errors 

will be much variable. All these factors increasing safety stock.  

 Sub optimizes improvement efforts, because increased delay between 

fabrication and use means a loss of information about quality and 

satisfaction. 

 Increase variability, since the task of coordination becomes more difficult 

by long delays. 

 Might erode competitiveness of a company because of long response 

times [5]. 

 Kilpatrick (1997) noted that large reduction in manufacturing lead time 

can be gained from the GT philosophy implementation. Since there is no queue 

between machines in cells, there is no need to wait for the entire batch to be 

processed before sending a part on to the next machine. Thus, parts can flow one 

by one from one machine to the next in what is termed "single piece flow". A 

single piece flow (SPF) is a term describing the processing of parts in a batch 

size of one. The only processing lot size in which the lot delay 4 is reduced to 

zero. So, the manufacturing lead time to produce X parts can be gained by [6]: 

 

                                                 
4  In batch production, the time spent while the part is waiting for other parts in the batch to be processed. 
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       n 

L.T SPF = ∑ CTi + (X-1) * LCT   ……………..  (1) 

               i=1 

Where: 

L.T SPF = the lead time using single piece flow. 

CT    = cycle time for each machine. 

LCT = denoted to the longest cycle time (Bottleneck machine). 

n   = number of machines. 
Since the lead time to produce parts in batches could be calculated by: 

                     n 

BLT = L.S * ∑ CTi     …………………….. (2) 

                     i=1 

Where: 
BLT = production batch lead time. 

L.S = lot size. 

 

Then we can rewrite equation [1] as follows: 

             n                       n 

L.T SPF = X * ∑ CTi – (X-1) * ∑ CTi + (X-1) * LCT 

            i=1                     i=1 

 

                     n                             n 

L.T SPF = X * ∑ CTi –  { (X-1) [  ∑ CTi – LCT ] } 

            i=1                         i=1 

 

Then we can subtract L.T SPF from BLT to calculate manufacturing lead time 

(MLT), (note that L.S = X).  

 

MLT = BLT - L.T SPF 

 

             n                       n                              n  

= L.S * ∑ CTi – { L.S * ∑ CTi – [ (L.S – 1) [ ∑ CTi  - LCT] ] } 

            i=1                   i=1                            i=1          

 

                            n  

MLT = (L.S -1) ( ∑ CTi – LCT )         .........................   (3) 

                          i=1 

 

The benefits of single piece flow increase greatly when the batch size 

increases and the length of cycle time not including the bottleneck machine 

increases. On the other hand, as the utilization of bottleneck resources decreases, 

average lead times and work in process inventory decrease too. Alleviating 

bottlenecks or other constraints improves flow and correspondingly reduces 

lead-times. Shorter, predictable lead-times improve delivery performance.  
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9- The Development of the Model: 

As a part of the value chain, we need to eliminate all the operations, 

processes and delays which are not adding value to the product or service 

produced. In order to save days and weeks, not seconds. We need to:- 

 Look at shortening the ordering processes. 

 Get the suppliers to shorten their lead times. 

 Make parts that flow through the factory in smaller batches, to gain the    

benefits of small batches. 

 Eliminate inventory as much as possible. 

 Make significant reductions to the payment terms. 

 Reduce the utilization of bottleneck resources. 

The developed model pays attention to the planned loading taking into 

account and studied the consequences of the occurrence of bottlenecks within 

the cells for PBC; the loading sequence within these cells becomes very 

important, as cyclical planning system require that all work has to be finished at 

the end of the period. If other machines have to be visited before the bottleneck 

can start processing, this incurs even some start losses for the bottleneck. The 

same holds true at the end of the period (finish losses). So that, an appropriate 

scheduling of the first and last activities and of the bottleneck activities, could be 

handled within PBC system. 

We developed a new model that addresses two kinds of manufacturing lead 

times, cycle time for each machine (CTm), the longest cycle time (LCT) (for 

bottleneck machines), and the number of parts processed on bottleneck 

machines ( PBm ). Where m is the number of bottleneck machines. 

 

MLT = MLTm + MLTBm        ……………………   (4) 

 

               n             m                                   m 

MLT =  ( ∑ CTm – ∑ LCT )  * (L.S -PBm) + ∑ LCT *  PBm  .........................   (5) 

              i=1          j=1                                 j=1 

  

As the lot size decreases, the MLT decreases too. On the other hand, if the 

number of parts processed on bottleneck machines increases, the MLT reduces 

to a lower average. This can be done by grouping individual machines into cells, 

and the modification of individual machines to increase their part processing 

capability. We believe that the MLT model that has been developed will become 

a useful tool for production planning. 

    

10- Conclusion & Recommendations: 

Group Technology (GT) is a method used to create part families and 

machines groups which has been recently expanded to include codification and 

classification schemes. It tries to simplify the material flow system, centralizes 
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responsibility for components, reduces set-up times, and reduces lead times. GT 

categorizes parts according to design similarities or processing similarities.  

Period Batch Control system PBC can be used in connection with 

manufacturing cells. It is a cyclical planning system that co-ordinate the various 

stages of transformation: on that are required in order to fulfill the demand of 

customers. It is a single-cycle, single-phase, and single-offset time ordering 

system. Manufacturing lead time is the maximum allowable cycle time for a job, 

whereas lead time is the time taken from when the supplier receives the 

purchase order from a factory to the time when he delivers the goods to the 

factory.  

A method to reduce manufacturing lead time is presented in this paper 

under GT & PBC system implementation. Several advantages derived from lead 

time reduction. Production planning and control can be simplified because all 

parts have a common lead time and all orders issued during a given cycle will 

have the same due date. 

Improvements must be driven into the supply chain working with 

customers and suppliers for optimum material flow, high quality, reliable 

delivery and effective coordination. In addition, further research should improve 

the model to consider the multi-stages of cellular production situations.    
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